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.. RIC_registr~tion !or Fall 197_8
prove~ to be as crowded and frustrating as ever. Despite efforts by students, faculty and
~dmm1stratlo~, reg~strahon ~oes w1_llseem~ngly never end. Various colleges and universities have differing systems, but it is
hkely that registrations, and hnes, wall remam a fact of life at colleges. (Photo by Dave Zapatka).

P Qlitics in RI:
A Rundown
and his list of proposed reforms he
will institute, if elected, recomEditor 's Note: The Democratic
mend him for the post. His major
primary is being held· today. To reform would be creation of a
provide voters with a final sum- Department of Justice, an umbrella
mary, the ANCHOR presents these,, unit which would oversee all
thumbnail sketches of the can- phases of jurisprudence
and
didates in the three most hotly- corrections in the state.
contested races.
Walter J. Stone, 34, is a former
Mayor of Providence
assistant attorney general and is
Franc1·s
Darr·g-an, ,·s the a n a tt orney m
. private
.
practice.
chairman of the Democratic City Stone cites his trial experience as
Committee, and is the endorsed his main selling point, calling
candidate. A former co·uncilman, h"imse If "Rh Ode Isand's
I
toughest
he ran unsu_ccessful!Yfor mayor in prosecutor."
the 1974 primary.
Charles J. Rogers Jr., is an
Darigan says his experience on attorney. He has filed as an Inthe.council, education, knowledge dependent as well as a Democrat
of city finances, familiarity with and will therefore be on the ballot
's an attorney)
and m
· N ovem ber, win or lose in the
law ( he
"commitment" to the residents of primary today.
Providence recommend him for
Compiled by Greg Markley
Anchor Political Writer

the job.
Lawrence P. McGarry, 59, is an
ex-Democratic
City
and
Democratic
State Committee
Chairman, and a former close ally
of Mayor Joseph A. Doorley Jr. His
split with Doorley, who he served
as Public Works Director for 10
years, is credited with making
Republican Vincent A. Cianci Jr.
the winner over Doorley in the
general election four years ago.
McGarry cites his experience
with city government and status as
a non-lawyer as reasons for his
election.
Frank Caprio, 42, is a former
councilman and was an unsuccessful Democratic nominee
for attorney general in 1970. He
pledges that he, as mayor, would
"unite" the city council and the
mayor in a tandem that would
work for a better city. Caprio is
presently an attorney in private
practice.
John P. Garan, 30, is a councilma·n from the Ninth Ward, and
an attorney. He cites his opposition
- to the liquified natural gas tank at
Fields Point, his ~ouncil experience, and his "vitality" as
reasons people should vote for him.
Attorney General

Dennis J. Roberts, 41, is the
endorsed candidate, an attorney,
and son of former Supreme Court
Chief Justice Thomas J. Roberts.
His uncle, Dennis Roberts, was
governor from 1951to 1959.Roberts
cites his work with the R. I. Consumers Council, his criminal law
experience,· and his educational
background
as
his
main
qualifications.
Keven McKenna, 33, ran unsuccessfully
for
lieutenant
governor in 1976, narrowly losing
to Thomas DiLuglio. He is an attorney, and former aide to Sen.
Claiborne Pell, former governor
Phillip Noel, and Atty. Gen. Joseph
Michaelson, whom he served as an
assistant attorney general.
McKenna says his experience
under
Michaelson,
his selfproclaimed role as his "own man"

~
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1-RIC Survey E~atnines Pritnary

RIC
Examines
Primary
T dSurvey
•
•
Rhoda\
ils
dpnmary
day
among
O
e s adn Ddemocrats, but a
survey
July 5
and
Julycon11ucte
by thebetween
RIC Political
Science department among voters
who intend to vote in the primary
showed that Francis Darigan leads
other Democratic. contenders for
th
e mayoral nomination in his

the voters. Significantly, 37 per today, which one would you vote
cent of the sampled voters were for?"
undecided.
Roberts took 23 per cent of the
sample, McKenna got 24 per cent, Another
survey
question
19 pe~ cent favored Stone, 2 per
inquired how the respondents
cent picked Rogers and 31 per cent
would rate the job Cianci has done were undecided.
as mayor of Providence. Thirty-six
Four hundred and twenty-eight
per cent thought he had done a
~ood job, 43 per cent an average voters were questioned in the
Job, and 19per cent a poor job. Two survey.
per cent didn't know.
Each respondent was asked if heIn a question which asked how was a registered Providence voter.
the respondents would _vote if
Respondents were also asked,
Darigan faced Cianci in the
general election, 42 per cent picked "There will be a Democratic
Cianci and 41 per cent chose primary in September to select the
party's candidates. What are your
Darigan; 17 per cent remained
chances of voting in this year's
undecided. When paired against
Democratic primary ...c are you
Caprio, the survey's
second
highest vote-getter, Cianci pulled almost certain to vote, will you
49 per cent of the vote and Caprio probably vote, are the chances 50won 34 per cent. Again 17 per cent 50, or don't you think you will vote
in the primary?"
were undecided.

party.
The survey also suggested,
however,
that
incumbent
Th
Republican Mayor Vincent c,·anc1·
omas A. Diluglio, 47, the incumbent and endorsed candidate, - among those same Democratic
is running for reelection to a voters - holds a slight edge should
second term. Diluglio claims he Darigan
face Cianci in the
h f
November general election.
as ulfilled all his obligations in
th e job, a nd feels that he and
In a field of four candidates Governor Garrahy can "continue Frank
Caprio,
Lawrence
working together" if both are McGarry, Francis Darigan and
returned to their respective of- John Canan - all of the voters
fices.
surveyed, 29 per cent said they
Continued on page 9
would vote for Darigan. Caprio
polled 17 per cent of the survey
sample and McGarry 12 per cent.
The questioners also asked how
r ______________
G_a_r_a_n_w_a_s_s_e_I_e_ct_e_d_b_:y_5__:_p~er_ce_n_t_o_f__,
the voters felt about the candidates, ~hether
they liked,
disliked or felt neutral toward
them. Forty-seven per cent of the
survey participants said they liked
Cianci. Twenty per cent did not.
by Lyn Atkins
Both the State House and RIJC Twenty-eight
per cent were
serve a grilled cheese sandwich for neutral, and 5 per cent didn't know.
/\nchor Features Editor
When classes opened last week, ~5 cents: at URI it's 60 cents and at For Darigan, 36 per cent of the poll
!{IC students found a surprise RIC, the price is 65 cents.
participants said they liked him.
waiting for them in the dining
Twelve per cent did not. TwentyDonuts are a dime extra if you five per cent said they were neutral
rooms: prices went up on almost
everythrng, making RIC the most buy them at RIC. And if you want and 28 per cent didn't know.
coffee to dunk them in, it's two Twenty-three per cent liked.Caprio
expensive state school to eat at.
At Rhode Island Junior College, cents more than the other state while' 14 per cent disliked him.
a 2.6 ounce hamburger costs 55 schools and eight cents more than Twenty-seven
per cent were
cents. At the University of Rhode the State House.
neutral and 36 per cent had no
Island, a thre_e-ounce hamburger
opinion.
Two eggs and toast cost 65 cehts
in their "Ram's Den" is 50 cents.
At RIC the three-ounce hamburger at URI. 70 cents at RIJC, 75 cents
The survey also asked voters
is 65 cents. The State House at the State House and 80 cents at
how they would cast their ballot if
HIC.
Cafeteria's price is 60 cents.
the election for governor were held
that day and the opposing candidates were Democrat
Gov.
Joseph Garrahy,
Republican
Lincoln Almond and Independent
Joseph Doorley. Fifty-eight per
by M. Whitney
eluding a 10-year maintenance
cent of the voters chose Garrahy;
i\nd10r
News• Fditor
.
,
.
program to improve the present
15 per cent would vote for Lincoln
Dr. David Sweet, RIC president, system additional vehicles for Almond and 12 per
cent picked
has re~uested an overall increase snow r~moval, and new seats for Doorley. Fifteen per· cent were
m tu1t1on and .fees of 19 per cent, Roberts Auditorium
undecided.
which would be higher than in•
creases proposed by the Board of
Thomas Geddes, Controller for
Also examined
was
the
Regents by 9 per cent.
Business Affairs, is scheduled to
Democratic
primary
race
for
the
The proposal, which is a waiver address the Student Parliament in
of the regent's 10 per cent limit on an open meeting tomorrow to nomination for attorney general.
The voters questioned were asked
increases, would take effect next explain the proposed increases.
semester.
The procedure for any fee in- "Dennis Roberts, Kevin McKenna,
Sweet in proposing the in- creases includes passages by the Walter Stone and Charles Rogers
creases, stated that the additional board of regents and the gover- want to be this year's Democratic
funds he seeks would be used for nor's office. Hearings on the raises candidate for attorney general. If
the primary election was held
various needs on-campus, in- are forthcoming.
Lieutenant Governor

Food Prices
Highest at RIC

Sweet Tuition Proposal
Be:tter~ Regents'

Persons who responded were
"almost
certain"
or would
"probably" vote. Fifty-one per
cent
of the participants were
women, 49 per cent men.
A story published in "New
Times" magazine stated that
Mayor Cianci was alleged to have
been accused of rape and was
reported in the July 3 edition of the
"Providence
Journal."
The
allegation came when the survey
-was partially completed. Fiftyeight per cent of the respondents
had been polled before the story
broke.
Dr. Victor Profughi, professor of
political science at RIC, conducted
the poll for the college as a faculty
research
project
using
professional interviewers under
the name
Alpha
Research
Associates, the rubric under which
he does politieal opinion sampling.
According to Profughi, the news
story did not appear to have any
impact on Cianci's position in the
poll among the 42 per cent
questioned. The cross-tabulated
results show the level of support
among this group to be only
slightly less than among the 58 per
cent questioned before the story
was published. He said that the
smaller size of the sample increased the margin of error, as it
would in any survey. No reference
was made to the news story in the
interviewing, he said.
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)editorial!
Welcome to RIC
and Welcome to
the Anchor
To all those of us who woke up
late for that first class of the
semester last Tuesday, yes, Fall
'78 is upon us, arriving for some
like a Monday morning hangover
- too soon and unwelcome, but
surely here. And it is time once
again for the traditional greetings
- and pleas for assistance - from
some of our beloved ( and not so
beloved) student organizations,
one of which. of course, is The
Anchor. So with no further ado:
Greetings! Freshmen, and other
new students, we at The Anchor
hope your first semester will be a
path strewn with liberal measures
and
success
of enjoyment,
challenge, that it will lead you to
what you wish for yourself, be it
fame, fortune, or your very own
tropical island in the South Pacific.
If you work diligently here at RIC,
your reward will be well worth it.
upreturning
you
To
graduate
perc lass persons,
students and part-timers, hello,
and welcome back. Naturally, we
at The Anchor wish for you the
same as we wish for our freshmen,
but we realize that making that
particular fantasy a reality may
require something of a.,, improvement over last year's effort,
and so we urge a modicum-moremoxie in the scholarly approach
this time around. You can make it
happen.
To everybody on campus who is
looking for something new to expand their horizons, we in room 308
of the Student Union have the sure
cure. It's called The Anchor and it
is what you're reading now. We
brew it up every Thursday ....and,
just like magic, it appears on the
campus' newstands the following
Tuesday. Well, not quite like
magic; and that's where you come
in. We need you this semester and
this year. We hope to make The
informative,
an
Anchor
wellinteresting,
provocative,
and
voice
student
writte'n
newspaper, and with, enough of
yout~elp, it will be. We ask you to
join us. No super commitments
AHODE

l'ROV. TO R. I. COi I.I.CJ·,
( H;NN EDY Pl.AZ:\ &
FRANCIS s r. l

•

l

Let us not delude you to think,
though, that The Anchor is the only
organization on campus vying for
your tim~ and ·attention. Student
has a number of
Parliament
committees that nee1:i people and
itself, the
ideas. Parliament
government of the student body
here at RIC, holds bi-weekly
meetings that are open to the
public. Its first meeting will be
tomorrow at 7: 30 in the Student
Union. We urge you get involved.
In addition to Parliament, there
are about another 50 student
organizations waiting to secure
your body, soul and intellect. That
selection should satisfy even the
of entremost discriminating
preneurs. These organizations can
be found out about' at the information desk, second floor in the
or in the
Union,
Student
Parliament Office.
student
of
Speaking
organizations, both these groups,
The Anchor and Parliament, this
year look forward to the challenge
and the need to work together for
the greater good of RIC students.
In the past, these bodies have had
aplenty, but this
"altercations"
year, we hope, will be different.
Even this early in the semester,
the issues we face appear to be so
serious that they require a concerted effort of both groups to deal
with effectively. We plan to make
that concerted effort.
To all new RIC students, let us
just add that in RIC you have
chosen a very good school with
plentiful resources from which to
learn ~and learn and learn.
Congratulations.
Postscript - if you ever find out
anything about anything or have a
gripe, suggestion or whatever, stop
in at The Anchor, or drop us a
letter to the editor, because,
otherwise, you're the only one who
will ever know!
Steve Sullivan
Anchor Editor
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are necessary, we just ask you to
do what you can. You'll gain, too.
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To the Editor:
I would like to speak to the
concerns of many in Rhode Island
as well as the nation on the recent
Supreme Court ruling in the Bakkl}
case. While the high court upheld
the right of a school to consider an
applicant's race in determining
admission to the school, the ruling
did not emphasize the primary of
that consideration in overcoming
centuries of racism and unequal
opportunity. In fact, the decision is
a racist act by a Nixon court. It
continues a trend of dismantling
the civil rights gains of the 1960s
and reverses the direction of the
Brown decision (1954). It codifies
into law warfare against Black
equality. The idea that it is a
"mixed bag" is an attempt to
cover up the racist charac~er of the
decision.
By differing with the University
of California <Davis quota system
for ensuring some affirmative
action in the college's admission
program), the court has attempted
to crush one of the most effective
means for redress of past failure to
in other
admit "minorities;"
words to re-establish the quota
system which has kept Black,
Chicano and other oppressed
groups out of our colleges. The
colleges and universities now have
the sanction of the court to return,
if they so desire, to their past
practice of effectively exclusing
·•minorities."
The Supreme Court decision in
reality upholds racism and is an
expression of a new form of
racism. which, in fact, entrenches
segregation in our society while
claiming that concessions are
being made to Black and other
especially oppressed groups. It is
part of the current drive of big
business against the living standards on the working people of this
country. It helps to perpetuate
racism. which is basic to this
drive: for without racism it cannot
keep workers divided.
But sharp division in the
Supreme Court indicates that
dismantling the gains of the '60s
will be no easy task for big
business. There is a higher court.
The people of this country can and
must unite in a mighty offensive to
minimize such rulings as the
Bakke decision. Leading the
movement are civic organizations
and leaders. students on the
campuses, organized labor, senior

citizens, and those most severely
under the attack: Black people,
Is of a confused RIC student,
Hispanic Americans and Indian
It is they who Mark D' Agostino, who can't decide
Americans.
represent the highest court, the w)lo to vote for in today's primary.
court of public opinion and action. Photo by Dave Zapatka.
Only this court is able to truly
in our
reverse discrimination
society and bring about genuine
and lasting equality and unity
between our people.
Margaret Cann
Chairperson, Communist
Party of Rhode Island
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Founded in 1928
The Anchor is located on the third floor or the Student
Union. Our mailing address is:
THE ANCHOR'
Rhode Island College
600 Mount Pleasant A venue
Providence, Rhode Island 02998
~
Telephone, 456-8257 or ext. 8257
The Anchor is composed weekly during the school year. It is
printed by photo-offset by Ware River News. 4 Church .Street.
Ware. Mass.
Advertising is sold at the rate oJ.,$2.25 per column inch. A 20 per
Ads in "Free
cent discount is allowed campus organizations.
Classifieds" are free to all members ·of the RIC community. For
further information, consult our advertising manager.
All editorial decisions for The Anc~or are made entirely by its

student editorial board. No form of oonsorship will be imposed.
However. material found unacceptable or unsuitable in their
opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including
Letters to the Editor, must include the name and address of the
author. Names may be withheld upon request. Views appearing in
The Anchor do not necessarily reflect those of the administration.
faculty or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
•
.
of The Anc.hor editorial board.
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Bigger, Better
Library Opens
by Greg Markley
Anchor Senior Editor
When the design for the new
extension was being discussed two
years
ago, Adams
Library
Director Richard Olsen stressed
two key requirements. First, he
said, the building must be
spacious; second, it must be able to
sustain noise.
In the 50,000 square foot extension, which opened two weeks
ago, Olsen got what he wanted. The
extension
doubles
the book
capacit:·, raising it to more than
450,000books, and it increases the
seating capacity to 1,100. In addition, the new wing provides
library users with "nice quiet
corners" in which to study, and
"wide open spaces" in which to
congregate, Olsen said.
Noise is kept to a minimum, the
director said, because of several
changes in the library's design and
structural layout. First, Olsen
said, "The noisy . microfilm
machines are in a separate room of
their own, as are the noisy
photocopy machines. Second, th~
presence of carpets in the extension reduces sound. Third, the
new acoustical tiles and ceilings
absorb airborne sound."
With the original
building
renovated and the extension added, "The students will be able to
enjoy a decent library facility for a
change," Olsen added.

RIC President David Sweet
called the library extension "A
beautiful addition to the campus."
Fred Elias, of Donald J. Prout and
Associates, the project architects,
pronounced himself "pleased with
the way the extension turned out."
The library
extension
and
renovation of the existing structures was provided for by a $2.6
million state bond issue. which was
passed at a special election in
June, 1975. A similar bond issue
had been defeated in 1974.
Among the features of the new
extension are a wooden sundeck, a
multi-purpose room in which to
present movies and media shows,
and a faculty-student lounge where
coffee and soda is sold. The extension also includes a special
reading area, a new conference
room, a separate reserved books
desk and reserved reading area,
and two seminar rooms.
With the extension providing
more space, several sections of the
original library have been expanded.
These
include
the
listening room, which now contains
musical scores as well as the
regular record albums, the archives section, and the library
employes' office area. All the
periodicals, both bound and unbound, are together, and room is
available there to display 350
magazines and academic journals.

Enrollment figures
a mystery
The number of students enrolled
at Rhode Island College for the fall
1978 semester has not yet been
determined,
but Dr.
John
Nazarian. Vice President
for
Administrative Services, stated
that he believed enrollment to be
"stable." Nazarian will release
completed information on the
number of students registered next
week.

Dr. Donald
Hardy,
Vice
President for Student Affairs
notPd that last vear·s record
enrollment of 1,761~my make this
:,ear·s enrollment seem small. but
l lardy believes that RI C's new
student population has stayed at
about the same level over the past
tv.o years.
J.P. Sousa

New fine arts and health
facility effort underway
Professor Sidney Rollins of the
Department of Administration and
Curriculum
is coordinator
of
planning for the fine arts and
health facility, to be presented to
Rhode Island voters .for their
approval at th_eNovember general
election.
Working with Rollins are
representatives of the Student
Affairs unit and of the Departments of Health and Physical
Education, Theatre and Music.
RIC president, Dr. David Sweet
suggested that the plans for the
facility be designed so that "the

College could immediately begin
construction once the bond was
passed."
In the event that voter approval
is not forthcoming, Sweet asked
that plans be developed for
proposed capital improvements.
A committee chaired by John
Foley is trying to make the bond
issue a reality. The committee is
developing plans to generate voter
approval of the bond issue.
Thomas Geddes,
executive
director of the Office of Budget and
Management,
is assisting the
design group.

ilC ,...........
-

,-

The Government Documents section of Adams Library, which has been greatly expanded.

The extension features windows
that open - ensuring ventilation if
the air conditioning fails.
Architect Fred Elias, said that
his firm emphasized "accommodating the existing building"
into the addition. The bluestone
panels used for the original
building were also used in the
addition, Elias noted.
In keeping both the new and old
portions of the edifice in harmony,

the filing system will go from left
to right, and from front to back,
Olsen said; "We are grouping like
things together."
Since he is "unable to test the
efficiency" of the enlarged library,
Olsen is unsure exactly how many
new employes he might hire.
However, Dr. Sweet has revealed
that provisions in the proposed
1979-80budget exist for the hiring

of perhaps four new library aides,
two professional workers and two
technical. John Nazarian, Vice
President
of Administrative
Services, has put in a request for
two additional janitors for Adams
-Library.
The library extension will be
officially open October 15, at an
open house. Brochures will explain
the new features of the library and
where the sections are located.

New Library

Better late than never?
b:, \.,reg Markley,
,\nchor Senior Editor

To many, the newly - enlarged
and - renovated Adams Library,
with its potential for generating
less noise and providing more
privacy, is a dream come true. If
so. it was a dream not easily
realized.
The extension was originally
scheduled for completion one year
ago - in September 1977. Instead,
because of a construction snafu
and poor weather, it was finished
in early May of this year. The
delay, in turn, set back the completion date for the renovations to
the existing structure,
from
February 1978to last August. The
library, both old and new wings,
was opened for general use two
weeks ago, though interior work is
still to be completed.
The construction process first hit
a snag when the concrete footings
implanted by the contractor, Hope
Building Company of Cranston,
didn't
conform
with
the
specifications set forth by the
architects, Donald J. Prout and
Associates.
This development
necessitated the tearing out of the
base of the extension,
and

replacing it with the right footings,
Fred Elias, the project's architect,
said. The cost of the replacement
of the foundation was absorbed by
the contractor, with no additional
cost to the taxpayer or RIC
students. Dr. John Nazarian, Vice
President
for Administrative
Services, said.
It took about two weeks to
replace the footings, Nazarian
noted. When the mistake was

corrected, it was winter and the
weather did not permit the project
to continue, he said.
Construction resumed early this
spring and the extension was
finished by early May, Robert B.
Disciullo, the contractor said. He
recalled that the renovations to the
existin~g building, slated to begin
then, were postponed until after
final exams, at the request of RIC's
administration.

The new sundeck, one of the features of the recently opened
Adams Library extension.
Anchor Photos by Dave Zapatka. _
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Interested

else that has to

do with good college journalism?

is what we strive for, and it takes the form

Good journalism

student

of Rhode Island College's

the more ideas we have, the better

We need photographers,
in every-category

and

the paper will be.

advertising

and production

Drop by the ANCHOR

THE ANCHOR,

weekly,

assistants,

writers

Interested?

people.

off ice, Student Union 3rd floor,

\

or g'ive us a ring, ext. 8257.

INC.T,
GOVERNMEN
NT UNITY
STUDECOMM
is asking students who are interested in serving on any of the committees listed below to fill out the application
form and submit it to the Student Parliament Office in the Student Union, Room 200, at which time an appointment
will be set up with the President of the Student Parliament, Tom Pavelka, for consideration of appointment.
Details of what each committee is responsible for can be obtained from this office.
The following is a list of committee vacancies for student representatives:

IES
TEE
VACANC
E
COMMIT
COLLEG
COMMITTEES:
BY-LAWED

COMMITTEES:
COUNCIL

Board of College Discipline - 1 vacancy
Bookstore Advisory - 2 vacancies
College Lectures - 2 vacancies
Library Advisory - 2 vacancies
"Major College Goals & Directions 1 vacancy ( Appointed by Pres.
Sweet from a list of 3 students)

Convocations - 2 vacancies
Distinquished Films - 2 vacancies
1 vacancy
Policy •Educational
( Appointed by President Sweet
from a list of 4 interested students)
Financial Aid - 1 vacancy
Student Activities Governing

Effort

-

STlJDE\T
llll~IE

Is

..\PPl.!CATJ0"-1

.'-:MIL

~treet
(zip

CMIPlJS

.\!)[)RESS

(

Committee

-

1 vacancy

NOTE: The asterisk<•> indicates appointments made by the President
all other aprecommendation;
of the College upon Parl)ament's
President upon
pointments are made by the Student Parliament
advice and consent.
Parliament's

IES
TEE
ENT VACANC
COMMIT
T
PARLIAM
STUDEN
members)
Finance Commission - 4 vacancies (non-Parliament
Bond Issue No. 9 Committee - Unlimited
2 vacancies< Parliament members)
Board of Regents CommitteeCommission - 7 vacancies ( Parliament members)
Apportionment
Audit Committee - Unlimited
Memorial Scholarship Committee - Unlimited
Brown-Blais-Hudson
Comm. Policies and Planning
Student Review of Academic
Unlimited
of 4
(consisting
7 vacancies
Comm. Student Organizations
Parliament and 3 non-Parliament)

FORM

c\llllRESS

Hm11: 11110\E

Calendar

1 vacancy
Student Regulations - 2 vacancies
Traffic & Parking - 1 vacancy
Undergrad Admissions - 2 vacancies

\PPOT\TMEi\T

COMMITTEES:
ADMINISTRATION

code)

)

~A~r-e-:1-'--,,,-Co-d~e---_________

EXTENT I0"-1___

_

IES
TEE
VACANC
T COMMIT
UNION
STUDEN

f\TERESTED
CO~l~lfTTEE(S)
0\
I\ SE!ffl\G

Board - 1 vacancy
Programming
Rathskellar Board - 1 vacancy
\,HL:

of appointment,
i~ not confirmation
!hi~ :.ipplication
of
for consideration
hut a way of communication
:ippointmcnt.

Appointments will be finalized at the Student Parliament meeting of
September 20th to be held at 7:30 p.m. All appointees will be notified and
the results will be published in THE ANCHOR following the Parliament
meeting.
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FILM CLIPS
"Grease" is unabashed

ART EXHIBITION AND
SALE AT
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
An exhibition and sale of original
Oriental art will be presented at
RIC on September 28, at the Arf
Center Gallery from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Marson Ltd., of Baltimore, will
exhibit, for sale, about 500 pieces
from Japan, China, India, Tibet,
Nepal and Thailand. The oldest
prints date back to the 18th and
19th Century and include Chinese
miniature
Indian
woodcuts,
paintings and manuscripts and
master works by such artists as
and
Kuniyoshi,
Hiroshige,
Kunisada. The modern pieces •
con~ists of a large group of original
woodcuts, etchings, Hthographs,
serigraphs and mizzotints created

by such world renowned conas Saito, Azechi,
temporaries
Mori, Katsuda and Maki. A
answer
will
re-presentative
questions about the works, artists,
and the graphic techniques employed.

BOOK REVIEW
by Greg Markley
ByJulesWitcover
Marathon
library,1978
NewYork: New~merican
$2.95
paperbound,
700pages,
Finding a good, analytical book on presidential campaigns is not
easy. Most books published today are either ideological treatises or oversized gossip columns. Fortunately, Jules Witcover's Marathon is neither.
Instead, it is a respected journalist's fair and insightful appraisal of
the 1976campaign, beginning with the initial maneuverings of candidates
in 1972 and culminating in Jimmy Carter's election four years later.
Using his vast knowledge and history as perspectives, Witcover relates
how A!'rlerica's system of selecting a president has grown since George
Washington was picked in 1789.
~ This grpwth, Witcover saysr has not been all for the better. The
electoral system, he writes, "is no romantic odyssey, at the end of which
the winner emerges bright and shining and ennobled by the experience. It
is a grueling, debilitating, and often a dehumanizing ordeal that exacts an
extravagant price not only for winning but also for the mere running and
losing." He wonders why such a system is allowed to prosper, for it
cannot conceivably produce a greater leader, merely a compromiser,
artful dodger of reporters' sticky questions, and emotionally drained
survivor of the "marathon."
The press, Witcover declares, adds to the confusion by making
im.age, not competence or substantive issues, the barometer by which
people gauge a candidate's worth. He recognizes that "momentum" is
very important, and suggests that having primaries less than once a
week would give people and pundits time to digest the results, and see
them in the proper light. As it is, Jimmy Carter was well on his way to the
nomination after winning New Hampshire by 5 percent and Florida by a
mere 3 percent.
Carter's brilliant strategy in the primaries is dissected skillfully by
Witcover. The basic plan, the run-everywhere strategy Muskie tried
unsuccessfully in 1972proved to be perfect for Carter because his losses
were always "neutralized" by his wins on the same night, thus maintaining his momentum. The Georgian's character and political
philosophy are treated craftily in this book and both sides of the man are
shown - with value judgements left to the reader.
For the political junkie Marathon is a great fix. The behind-thescenes activities of the candidates and their aides are revealed, as are the
circumstances behind the major issues and events (conventions, debates,
etc.) of the 1976 election. Though Witcover does not try to scandalize
everything and everyone, he still provides the peripheral stories, anecdotes, and entertaining details that make the book enjoyable.
The absence of overriding editorial comment is refreshing, though
Witcover does propose several reforms of the system. Among these are
greater opportunities for independent candidates; an expanded voter
registration system; reform, but not abolition, of the Electoral College.;
revisions in the campaign finance law; and the institution of regional
•primaries (while keeping the New Hampshire primary and some early
precinct caucuses).
Marathon is a rare book: educational, yet interesting; basically
objective, yet not afraid to address the substantive issues in depth. You
don't have to be a "political animal" to enjoy it, but since the book is 700
pages long, it helps if you are one.

ATTENTION:
ARTISTS AND POETS
TRI-HAB House of Woonsocket is sponsoring an art exhibition
and poetry contest on alcoholism and alcohol abuse. Accepted art
work will be displayed throughout the state and poetry will be
published and distributed. Deadline for entrance in the art
exhibition is October 25, 1978.Deadline for entrance in the poetry
contest is October 5, 1978.An entry fee of $2.00 rriust be included
with each entry. Prizes will be awarded. All work should be
delivered to the Campus Ministry Office, 2nd Level, Louisquisset
Pike, Lincoln, RI or the Chaplain's Office, Rhode Island College.
For further information, please contact the Chaplain's Office,
Student Union building.

by Garrett M. Lee
Anchor .Critic

Summer 1978 has been a landmark for the motion picture industry. "Grease" is the unabashed
success of the season - already
grossing more than $100 million in
the United States alone. Yet, unlike
other years, the box-office has not
been dominated by one major hit;
there are a number of qualifiecf
that are still
breadwinners
America's
across
flickering
screens. Columbia Pictures, fresh
from their blockbuster smash,·
·' Close Encounters," is enjoying
moderate returns on the Faye
Dunaway film, "Eyes of Laura
Mars." Paramount, the studio that
is also
gave us "Grease,"
responsible for two other winners
- Warren Beatty's "Heaven Can
Wait" and the new Goldie HawnChevy Chase vehicle, "Foul Play."

success

Robert Altman's "A Wedding," a
bizarre comedy-drama from the
The
maker of "Nashville."
ceremony will feature Carol
Burnett, Desi Arnez Jr., Geraldine
Chaplin, Lillian Gish, Mia Farrow,
Lauren Hutton, Howard Duff and
-.
36 surprise guests.

Garrett
M. Lee
Anchor
Critic

The most expensive film of the
year <estimated to have cost
between $25-$30million to produce)
is, without a 'doubt, Warner
starring~
Brothers "Superman"
Marlon Brando, Gene Hackman
Sequels are sclll very much alive· and newcomer Christopher Reeve
in Hollywood, therefore we will be as the man of steel. Also featured
subjected to "Oliver's Story," a will be Glenn Ford ano Valerie
)9,75's
follow-up to the phenomenal box- Perrine ( Honey Bruce in__
1
"Lenny").
office hit, "Love Story", of a few
I
years back. Another new concept
most
year's
this
Perhaps
in Hollywood is the "prequel." A anxiously-awaited film is Francis
prequel takes place before the time Ford Coppola's
"Apocalypse
of the original film - it is ex- Now." Set in Vietnam and based on
studio,
Wars"
The "Star
Twentieth-Century-Fox, seemed to tremely advantageous in the event the novel, "Heart of Darkness,"
rely heavily upon their year-old of a film ending with the death of the picture stars Marlon Brando.
science fiction champion in order all its major characters. So in The film was shot entirely on the
to perk up their pocketbooks. December we will be able to see Phillipines under the most adverse
Amazingly, the "Force" was still just where Butch Cassidy and his conditions. At one point the entire
strong enough to reach the num- Sundance Kid went wrong in 20th production came to a halt when the
ber-one position on the national Century Fox's "Butch and Sun- sets were totally destroyed by a
typhoon. The picture takes a
charts for the last week of July, dance: The Early Years."
negative view of the Vietnam war;
bouncing "Grease" into the no. 2
Jane Fonda will be back in therefore, Coppolla received no
slot for a week. Fox's other
from the l) .S.
summer pictures seemed to fizzle October with "Comes a Horse- cooperation
man" also starring James Caan Government as do flag-waiving
out quickly - does anyone
remember Ryan O'Neal in the and Jason Robards. There is also war films such as the 1976 bomb,
"Driver"? William Holden and Lee talk of Jon Peters producing a "Midway." The film was originally
last
for release
remake of M-G-M's "The Women" scheduled
Grant muddled through "Damien:
mounting
but
in which Fonda would star along Christmas,
Omen II" (we are assured there
with <are you ready?) ·Barbra
production costs delayed the film
will soon be a part three).
were anopening. Premieres
Streisand and Faye Dunaway.
nounced for April 1978 but, they,
United Artists brought us Peter
Diana Ross will be easing down too, had to be postponed while
Sellers and Dyari Cannon in
"Revenge of the Pink Panther.•·• the yellow brick road in Univer- _ Coppola continued to polish up the
Then there was "Jaws II" from sal's multi-million dollar "The final version. It seemed probable
Universal which managed to Wiz." Michael Jackson, Richard that the film would become United
garner a sizeable fortune before its Pryor, Lena Horne and Nipsey Artist's big Christtnas picture for
Russell are among her co-stars. this year, but again the release
popularity died down.
Listen for a number of cuts from date has been changed to May 1979.
Not everything was peacheslandthe score to hit the raclio stations It is rumored that ticket prices for
As before the film's December
the opening engagements of this
cream for the industry.
film will be an unprecedented $7.
always, we were treated to a serie~ release.
of incredible bombs such as Irwin
Allen's highly-touted "Swarm."
What other film would dare depict
Houston and the Gulf of Mexico
being inundated by flames in the
climactic 15 minutes. The Bee
Gees finally managed to fall on
their faces with the absurd "Sgt.
Peppers Lonely Hearts Club
How much gambling does a gambling gambler do?
Band."
A gambling gambler gambles as much as me and you.
I
Now that summer is ending,
what can we look forward to in the
coming months? Well, here is a .
partial list of some of the coming
But if that gambler's out of money
hopefuls: "Death on the Nile," a
•
if his credit's low
new Agatha Christie thriller
He borrows money from his honey
starring Peter Ustinov, Bette
win, place, show.
Davis and Mia Farrow.
The Vonnegut classic "Mfdnight
Express" will open here in October. It received critical accla1r11
during its premiere engagement in
London.

The· Sure' Thing

Woody Allen's "Interiors,"
already being lauded by the New
York critics, is Allen's first serious
drama. Very Bergmanesque in its
approach, the film stars Diane
Keaton, Geraldine Page, E. G.
Marshall and Maureen Stapleton.

He gets into the red so badly
all the world's a debt
Banks treat him badly, tell him sadly
no chance bet.
One for:tunate night he's clear again
risking lucky's streak
If bad luck again tempts his will then
take took

Lucien P. Montaro

NOTICE
The arts page prints poetry, prose,
art work, and
reviews, photographs,
all other expressions of an artistic
Student input gets first
nature.
This page belongs to y-ou!
priority.
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POLKA DOTTED
SHORTS
JB
by John Toste
Anchor Contributor

WARWICK, RHODE ISLAND !tis still true that nothing will stop
a man from being with his loved
one. Just ask Charlie Frigon.
been
had
who
Frigon,
hospitalized after an accident ~ith
a speedboat, proposed from the
hospital bed to his prospective
bride, Nancy Leonard.
After agreeing, the couple held
party in the
an engagement
hospital room. They plan a wedding in 18 months.
MIAMI, FLORIDA - A car thief
got more than he bargained for
when he found an unwanted
passenger in the stolen vehicle he
was driving - a Burmese python.
When David Lipsey noticed that
something was awry, he rushed to
the police yelling, "My snake is
gone! My snake is gone! And so is
my car!"

The Colorful Side of the News

MILLBRAE, CALIFORNIA After two years, two months and
an odd number of days, the
'\1illbrae Historical Society finally
decided what to place in its
bicentennial time capsule. The
hotly-debated items, selected by
committee members, were placed

into the capsule and buried until
2076. When those people open the
box they will find among the
contents marijuana, beer can tabs,
paintings of red, white and blue
pantyhose,
hydrants,
fire
cigarettes, a pocket calculator and
a saccharine warning label.

Three
VAXJO, SWEDEN young Swedes found out the hard
way that skateboarding is illegal.
The precedent-making arrest and
fine was given to the three youths
of
who were found guilty
skateboarding on the sidewalk.
The three youths were fined. 100
kroner, or $20.

on the last day of tax collecting,
with many other people waiting to
pay their taxes.
Cummings, a state employee,
brought along his wife and three of
his four kids to help carry the
pennies. He mentioned that he was
paying in pennies to "protest taxes
in general."

AUGU"TA, MAINE - 19,950
pennies ,Jded up to a lot of trouble
to Non 1 Cummings when he
tried to y his property taxes with
coins.
the cor,
collector refused to
The
accept 1.:e pennies citing that it
was in p; , ,r taste to do such a thing

The
Dotted - Shorts:
Polka
Colorful Side of the News" is a
column composed of true stories. If
you have an unusual or funny story
that you would like to see printed,
drop a line to Polka Dotted Shorts,
c/o THE ANCHOR, Student Union.
Your name will be mentioned
along with the story. Thank you.

I
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Lipsey and the python, named :
Edith, were soon reunited, though,
when a report came that a snake
had been thrown out of a speeding
car ai a nearby service station.
The python showed its love for its
master when, upon being returned
to Lipsey, it wrapped itself around
his leg. "She's glad to see me,"
who im- :
Lipsey,
remarked
mediately recognized his unusual
pet. And besides, no other snakes
• _:.
were turned up that day.
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WELCOMES

*
*

$

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

SUNDAY -

~!*

Openfrom 12 p.m. to 1 a.m.

:,

FootballHappyHour12-1 p.m.

MONDA"
"'

*
**
!*
**
!**
*

FootballHappyHour8-9 p.m.

TUESD·"
"'

-

MON
.-fRI·

-

SpecialEvents
HappyHour
3-4 p.m. Professor'sHappyHour
4-5 p.m. Student'sHappyHou_r

-

i

~****************tt*****************************************************l

AND
RADIO- SERVICE
RIC
THE BA NZ I N-1 BRO THE RS
PRE s·E-N T:

WILDTUIIIJ
GUEST
WITHSPECIAL

SATURDAY
16
SEPTEMBER
8:00P.M.
GYM
WHIPPLE

admission • $2.00

3 BEERS - $1.00

You (yes, you) could be
the Grand Prize Winner
of a fantastic 4-piece,
1 1,000stereo

·systen,
fr0111 tech hHi ...and you
Don't Have to Buy
Anything to V!fin!
Good Grief!
I've Finally

You could also win ...

Won!

•.. FIIBB I

0

Record Albums (ct:!}~:~::e~r...)

Texas Instruments Business Calculators from Markline!

Movie Tickets (the applause goes to Sack Theaters)
J••········••f••·~···~

...........................................................

-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

rip off these coupons and bring them to Star!

.

'

I

'
,..,
.f'

.

.

.

•...

...........
~

~

·...,
'

•

""-

",

Prudent,JI,

8<".icon

LJ

XLNT , (5-oz.)
'ffO's 3 Varieties

... FREIi!

.l.Ntnd 3Sno
lfJU.T-[

Mon'
S"PI
11 lh•u Soll Seo,
l&
Htlt,
Ml Auburn,
Brook
ChcSlnut
Hill,

.
•-'

l1/IIII4···

~--FRJtlf!
Winter

..

.

ECREAM
, OroqhlOll,

:

o

urc as

righam 's, Pint

Coupon
good
I Pone,
SQ.

. ,.

.:.---~

•

a

~•

Coupon
900d Mon,
Sept
! l thru S.11, Sept. 16
a"t Porter SQ., Chestnut
H,11, Mt Auburn,
Btoo'<•
w,nter
Htll, Prudent,at,
Beacon St.,
• llne, 8r19hlon,
Ave & No. K,ngsFenway,
un,ver\1ty
HgU., Branch
please
lown,
R.I Star\
L1m,1 one coupon,
603

St

, ..,..ivZ~,~>4 88 ,{/;~:YJub
B e verage Glasses•••••••••••••••
matter what you sleep on... you need
Brillo Pads, box of 10..~.3 J.00 ~-!::~:~;:>t
.... ,Nosomething
soft to rest your head on!
DuPont Sponges ...........2 ~~;;;s
$J.00
, Bed Pillows
Lestoil Cleaner, 40-oz...........1.39
for
Household Brushes .......2 11.00
for

5

,

oldCa.n·1:
y to,

for$

~

:------------------liilla
••

Poly-Filled
21 "x 27" size

for

Participating

stars:

Porter

Sq./Camb.,

Chestnut

Hill,

Mt. Auburn/Camb.,

Brookline,

Brighton,

Winter

Hill/Som.,

Prudential,

Fenway/Boston,

2 '5

& Univer~ity

Heights/Prov.,

No. Kingston,

R.I.
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SPORTS

RICSoccer
TeamElects
Co-Captains
by Donna Bedard
Assist;mt Sports Editor
While the rest of the campus was
enjoying the last days of summer,
the RIC soccer team was working
hard preparing for their upcoming
season. Before classes started, the
team had chosen co-captains Luis
Anselmo and Dave Lamorte.

Anselmo is a senior majoring in
economics. He is a transfer student
from the Azores, where he was the
captain of his high school soccer
team, and also the three-time
captain of an amateur team with
which he played in Ponta peigada.

An~elmo has had 13 years experience playing soccer and five
years being captain of a team, so
his strength and knowledge should
help the Anchormen to a better
season. According to Anselmo,
Coach.Gerry Guay has approached
this season with a new attitude and
new ideas-both of which should be
beneficial to the team.

during his senior year. He continued his soccer career when h~
came to RIC not only with varsity
soceer, but also with indoor soccer
as a part of the RIC intramural
program. He said he thinks this
year's team is more cooperative
than he has seen in the past and is
hoping for a super season.
Three other seniors are on this
year's team, including Dave
Guilderson, Bob Giampoli, and
Mario Andrade. There are also
three newcomers to the team Billy Sweet, Corsino Delgado and
Bob Borges, all of whom are
Freshmen.

Lamorte, a Cranston native and
a graduate of Cranston East, is
now a junior majoring in physical
education.
He played soccer
throughout
high school and
became soccer team captain

lntramurals
The RIC Intrjlmural
and
Recreation department has an
extended fall program which includes new activities - a golf
league, an ice hockey league and a
women's sports night.
Starting ~iates and times for
these new programs are: golf Wednesday 2-4 p.m. starting Sept.
20; Ice hockey - Wednesday 2-4
p.m. starting Oct. 31; and women's
sport night - Thursday 6:45-9:00
p.m. starting Oct. 2.

Golf and ice hockey have been
around RIC for a while - first as
varsity and club sports, now as
intramural sports. However, the
women's sport night is an entirely
new entity to RIC. Only female
members of .the RIC community
will be able to use Whipple Gym
and Its facilities.
The facilities include paddle
tennis, badminton, volleyball,
basketball, and tumbling, and also
a sauna.

With the 1978-79acad~mic year approaching, the
entire recreation staff extends a warm welcome to
the Rhode Island College Community.I
The Recreation Department is located in Whipple
Gymnasium. The gym is used exclusively by the
college community for intramurais and recreation.
Recreation facilities include tennis courts, track and
field area, gymnastic equipment, sauna and cold
plunge area, bikes and sports equipment. Equipment
can be checked out for recreational and intramural
use with the proper identification.
Many of last years successful activities will be
continued and a number of new programs have been
established for the semester. Our goal is to become a

RIC soccer co-captains Luis Anselmo (left) and Dave Lamorte
(right). Photo by Dave Zapatka.

~pie having similar interests. Many of the intramural programs are offered during the activities
period on Tuesdays at 1 p.m. and Wednesdays from 24 p.m. Special recreational events are offered on
weekends and during the semester breaks. The club
sport program is a new addition to the recreation
department. Both instructional and intramural
programs will be developed to gain student support
before instituting the club programs.

part of each student's educational experience and to
develop new life styles in the areas of sports and
physical fitness. We are hopeful that the skills
learned in our intramur.al and recreation program
can be utilized throughout one's life.
The Recreation Department offers a variety of
programs in the areas of Instruction, Intramurals,
Club Sports, and Special Trips.
The instructional programs are offered in the
areas of physical fitness, disco dancing, slim and
trim, and jogging. The intramural program is open to
all undergraduates of RIC. T~ams may be composed
of friends, departments, dorms, or just a group of

Our Recreation Program is.for YOU so we hope you
will drop in at Whipple and join one of our many
activities. The Recreation Department is open to
suggestions from you for any new activities that you
would like to develop.

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

INTRAMURALS
Touch Football
Co-Ed Soitball
Men's Softball
Tournament
3 on 3 Basketball
Golf League
Turkey Trot
Co-Ed Volleyball
Holiday Basketball
Tournament
Co-Ed Basketball
Ice Hockey League
Track and Field Meet

INSTRUCTION
Tues.
Wed.
Tues.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed.
T-F
Wed.
Wed.
TBA

Sept. 26-0ct. 31
Sept. 12-0ct. 18
Sept. 20, 21. 22

I p.m.
2-4

Oct. 31-Dec. 8
Sept. 20
Nov. 18
Oct. 25-Nov. 22
Dec. 26-28

I p.m.
2-4
10 a.m.
2-4

Begins September 18 through November 30.

-

ACTIVITY

COST

DAY

Fitness Way

$ 10.00

MWF

INSTRUCTOR

PLACE

TIME

Whipple

Taylor

Whipple

Masteka

5.00

MWF

10:00-11:00
3:30-4:30
II :45-12:45

Slim & Trim

10.00

T & Th

II :45-12:45

Dance Studio

Surf Castin

10.00

Mon.

7:30 pm

Whipple Foyer

M&W

7:00-8:30 pm

Dance Studio

Guba ta

7:00-8:30 pm

Dance Studio

Marsden

Whipple Foyer

Sherlock

Jogging

Oct. 25-Nov. 22
Oct. 31-Nov. 22

2-4
2-4

PROGRAM

begins Sept. 25
Modern Dance

Rosters are due one week before scheduled starting dates.

*

20.00

Disco Dance *

20.00

Th

Line Dance *

5.00

Th

7:00-8:30 pm

LEAGUES
* Dance classes will begin October 2.
Bowling Leagues
Tennis League

Lang Lanes

_WpippleCourt

Fri. Sept. 22
T & Th. Sept. 12

3;00'4:30 p.m.
9:30-11:00 a.m.

$2.00 per wk.

456-8136or 456-8179
NOON-TIME

OPEN

LEAGUE

ACTIVITIES

Basketball
Volleyball
Badmillon
Rackelball

Whipple
Whipple
Whipple
Whipple

begins week of Ocl. 2

SPECIAL

PROGRAMS

New Hampshire Hike to
While Mountains
Tennis Tournament
Whipple Courts
Cycle Apple-Picking
Smithfield Orchards

Sept. 23 & 24
Sept. 29 & 30
Oct. I

Ocl. 8

Cliff Walk Photo Hike
Newport, R.I.

Oct. 14

Ski Trip
Squaw Ml. Greenville
Maine

Jan. 7-12

M&W
Tues.
Thur.
Fri.

Open
Open
Open
Open

CLUB

EVENING

PROGRAMS

Indoor Soccer League
Volleyball League
Basketball League
Women's Sport Night
Alumni Night

-

Starts October 2, from 6:45-9:00 pm
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Ouquenoy
Duquenoy
Duquenoy
Duquenoy
Duquenoy

PROGRAMS
HANDICAP

Women's Soccer Team
Tues. Sept. 12

PROGRAM

Bowling League
Swimming, Crafts.
& Sports.

October 9th
Oct. 17

Monday 2:0j)-3:30 pm
Tuesday 7-9 pm
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INTRAMURAL

VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE
This is the second year the
is condepartment
recreation
ducting a volleyball league. The
first three sessions will be spent on
clinics in which teams will be given
the opportunity to learn the fundamentals of the game and to
and
both offensive
develop
defensive play. A special session
will be given on officiating and rule
Competition will
interpretation.
begin after the third session. This
league is opened to the RIC
COMMUNITY AGENCIES OR
COMMUNITY TEAMS. Outside
teams wishing to compete in the
league will be charged an entry fee
of $25. Each team must have a
jersey with a number on front and
back. Consult schedule for further
information.

OFFERING

\

Politics

Continued from page

p.m. This semester a special
Women's Sports Night has been
included to feature badminton,
volleyball, basketball, line dance,
sauna and shower. Other evening
will include indoor
programs
soccer, volleyball, basketball, and
Alumni night. Please consult
schedule for further information.
JOGGING
The jogging program is open to
individuals that would like to learn
the proper methods for jogging,
and also for joggers who would like
to share their running program
with others :\1embers will have the
opportunity to join the National
and par.Jogging ·\ssociation
their awards and
in
ticipate
achievement program

BASKETBALL LEAGUE
This year there will be a
basketball
night
Wednesday
league. The league is opened to the
RIC COMMUNITY AGENCIES
OR COMMUNITY TEAMS. Outside teams wishing to compete in
this league will be charged an
entry fee of $25. Tbe Wednesday
league is strictly for intramural
Under no cirball players.
JV
can varsity,
cumstances
players or tryouts play.

BOWLING
The RIC Bowling League will be
held at Lang Lanes on Niantic
Ave., in Cranston. This league 1s
open to beginning and advanced
bowlers, with instruction being
provided for all levels of bowlers
during the first three sessions.
Teams will be established and the
league will bowl an additional eight
weeks. Top bowlers will represent
the college in collegiate bowling
tournaments held during the school
year.

EVENING RECREATION
The evening recreation program
will begin the week of October 2,
1S78. The activities are open to
with RIC ID's or
individuals
Recreation memberships, and run
from 6:45-9:00
Monday-Friday

SURF CASTING
This program will be for people
who want to learn the in's and out's
of surf casting. Included will be a
number of trips to nearby beaches
to practice what was learned in the
class session and do some actual
surf casting.

Vincent A. Marzullo is former
director of the State Division of
Manpower Services, and a veteran
of many years in state government
service.
Marzullo,
Diluglio, charges
devotes too much time to outside
interests ( a full-time law practice
and other business ventures l, and
not enough time carrying out his
official duties.
James Federico .Jr., 32, is a tate
senator and an assistant professor
of political science at Rhode Island
.Junior College Federico, citing
comments Diluglio made earlier
this year that he was I nhappy
being lieutenant governor. says
Diluglio lacks commitment to his
job

Joseph Adam's,~ 53,_ the fourth
candidate, is a West Warwick
businessman. He agrees with the
other challengers that Dilu_glio

hasn't used the office to its fulla
and that the incumbent is flt
dedicated enough to get th~
done.

SPORT
CALENDAR
SOCCER

Tues., Sept. 12, Stonehill College,
3:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 16, at Dickinson College
<Pa.), 12:00 noon.
Wed., Sept. 20, Providence College,
3:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS

Tues., Sept. 19, Western
England College, 3:00 p.m.

New

CROSS COUNTRY

Sat., Sept. 16, at Dickinson College
<Pa.), 1:00 p.m.

QUESTION NO. 9 STATE B()ND FOR R.I.C.
BY

TOM PAVELKA

will also be deciding on the quality of
Tuesday, November 7th is voting day. Besides the electoral process, voters
capital development project to be used
a
for
referendum
Bond
the
is
which
9
No.
Question
specifically
stafe;
education within the
0.
$16,180,00
totals
Bond
The
institutions.
secondary
primarily by post

the authority to issue the bonds for the
If approved by the voters, Question No. 9 will provide the Board of Regents with
financing of several capital development projects.
The institutions and the amounts they are to receive are as follows:

1) UR I Reconstruction and renovation
2) URI Resource Development Facility
3) UR I Reconstruction of Bay Campus Pier
4) RIDE School for the Deaf
5) R IJC Blackstone Valley Campus Completion
6) RIC Fine Arts and Health Facilities
7) Vocational Technical Facilities

$1,600,000.
1,000,000.
125,000.
272,000.
4,680,000.
4,500,000.
4,000,000.
$16,177,000.

To Rhode Island College the benefits of the project are three fold:
60,000square feet to the
add
will
project
The
center.
recreation
and
education
physical
a
become
will
Walsh Gymnasium
track, handball and squash courts, gymnastic
center. The addition will include a swimming pool, indoor tennis courts, indoor
space.
area and multi purpose instructional
gyms into one. Whipple Hall would then
Whipple Hall -The expansion to Walsh will consolidate all the services of both
air conditioning and lighting systems.
heating,
the
improve
will
project
The
Theatre.
Collage
Island
become the home of Rhode
areas.
teaching
and
facilities
shop
space,
rehearsal
and
e
Renovations will provide performanc

will be renovated to p~ovide a recital Hall,
If the project is approved and R. I.C. Theatre moves to Whipple, R~be'"!sHall
storage area for instruments.
controlled
clrmat,c
and
hall,
rehearsal
one
rooms,
and additional teaching studios, practice
response. The referendum was held, in
Student Community Government has been polling the student body to seek their
two weeks of classes. This will give
first
the
into
referendum
of
period
the
extended
has
Parliament
Student
part, at registration.
their vote.
cast
and
material
the
review
to
chance
a
present,
not
were
who
the freshmen, and those others

The student referendum
amendments as well.

is not limited to the bond issue, but includes the Student Community

Government

By-Law

Page IO
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Student Parliament's
New Officers
Student Parliament
officers
elected in May, are Tom Pavelka
President;
Lisa Corsetti, Vici
Mike
Maran.
President;
Treasurer; Sue Griffin, Secretary;
and Mark D'Agostino, Speaker.
Pavelka, a senior majoring in
theater, is a part time student.
Corsetti is a junior majoring in
special education. She is chairperson
of
the
Student
Organizations Committee and the
Elections Commission. She also
serves on the Student Review of
Academic Policy and Planning
Commission.
Maran is a Political Science
major in his junior year, chairing
the Finance Commission.
Griffin is a senior psychology
major on the Board of College
Discipline and the Undergraduate
Academic Advisement Committee.
D'Agostino is a junior majoring
in mathematics,
and is the
chairperson of the Audit Committee as well as serving on the
Finance Commission and the
Student Organization Committee.
Newly-elected
members
of
Student Parliament are Cristine

Willard, Browne Halls
Hire Directors

Tom Pavelka, the new Student
Government President.
Photo by Dave Zapatka

Beaulieu, Dave Fornier, Cindy
Johnson, Jay Kelly, Doug Kirkpartick, Dr. Paul Maixner, Rana
Maksad and Lende Ramspott.
Also, Elizabeth Regan, Janine
Risser, James Scanlon, Chris
Tribelli, Cynthia Wilder, Kathleen
Whooley and Dave Zapatka.

Two new hall directors have
joined the RIC community. Cherrie
Withrow of Vernon, Ct., is director
of Browne Hall, and Michael Davis
of Quincy, Mass., is director of
Willard Hall. \
Withrow received a B.A. in
Biology and an M.A. in counseling
and student personal from Central
Connecticut State. She was a
resident assistant while attending
the school and was an assistant
director for one year.
Withrow said she thinks RIC has
many positive aspects, notably the
small size and the location. She
finds the atmosphere friendly and
outgoing, especially the residence
halls.
Davis received
a B.A. in
psychology from Stonehill College
and an M.A. in student personnel
from Springfield. Formerly a hall
director at Plymouth State in New
Hampshire, he wanted to move to
Southern New England (and had
three or four offers to choose
from), but found RIC to be the best.

Cherrie Withrow, hall director at
Brown.

Mike Davis,
Willard Hall
director.
Photos by Dave Zapatka

Davis has been at RIC for about
one month. He said, "There is a
better chance for personal and
professional growth here. The
situation
is,
comparatively
speaking, more enjoyable. It is a

challenge to be in a situation where
housing is not a major part of the
campus." He added, "The aim of
the residence halls is to integrate
more effectively with the rest of
the campus."

RIC Prof. Receives

President Announces
New Positions
by Renee Haskins
Anchor Staff Writer
Thomas J. Geddes will direct the
Office of College Budget and
Management Activities and is the
new RIC treasurer.
Joseph V. Alfred will assist
Geddes in directing the office.
In addition, Dr. Crist H. Costa,
the Director
of Center
for
r:valuation Research, (CERRIC)
i::;assisting Geddes in completing
the first year's work of the
President's Advisory Committee
on Budget and Management
( PACBAM) for the next academic
, '.!ar.
The former treasurer, Ernest
Overbey, has retired.
Dr. Robert F. Steward resigned
his position as Acting Dean of

l

Fulbright A ward

Graduate Studies and will return to
fulltime teaching in ttie Math
department.
Dr. William A. Small, Director of
the Summer Session, is acting
Dean of Graduate Studies.
John S. Foley is executive
director of the Office of College
Advancement and Support and is
looking for a permanent director of
admissions.
Claire M. Giannamore is the
acting director until a permanent
director is found.
The 1978Open House will be held
011 Sunday, Oct. 15. Dr. Robert M.
'I-oung. Professor
of Biology,
chairperson
of the Biology
department,
and Richard
P.
Thomas,
Associate
Dean of
Students, will co-chair.

Dr. Peter W. Harman, RIC
associate professor of economics
and management, has received a
Fulbright-Hays award to lecture in
international
economics
and
economic development at Cuttington University College in

• • •
The East Providence
Arts
Festival is annoucing its unveiling,
September 23rd and 24th from
10:00 a.m. to dusk each day. The
festival grounds are located on the
Weaver Memorial Library grounds
directly behind the new-old East
Providence
City Hall, Grove
Avenue in East Providence.

Just for the Health of It: Sex and
the College
Student,
Weber
Lounge, Tuesday, September 12 at
7:00 p.m.
Those planning to take one or
more of the admission
tests
required
by graduate
and
professional schools are advised to

FREE STUDY
READING IMPROVEMENT
MINI-COURSES
TACKLING
THETEXTBOOK
Make the most of the time you spend reading. Discussion and application of ideas for aiding
concentration and memory. Bring your textbook. Three hour mini-courses.
Section A
Section B
Section C

Friday, 10:00 - Sept. 15, 22, 29
Wednesday,
10:00 - Sept. 20, 27, Oct. 4
Tuesday, l :00 - Sept. 26, Oct. 3, 10

NOTE-TAKING

Sl~-H.
IOIPlAN
Educational
Center
Call DaysEveningsa.Weekends

And Come Visit Our Center
25 Huntington
Ave.
Boston, MA 02116 {617) 261-5150

·.

ENROLL NOWII Prov. Classes
Starting Soon
Call Our Local Number
14011272-1022
For Information About Other Centers
In Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NYState
CALLTOLLFREE:800·223•1782

Suacoc, Liberia. The year-long
appointment began in July.
The award was made under an
educational and cultural exchange
program of the Council for International Exchange of Scholars.

We can help you listen more, write less, and learn more. Bring your notebook. Three hour minicourse.
Section A
Section B
Section C

Wed., 11: 00 - Sept. 20, 27
Tues.,
l :00 - Sept. 19, 26
Wed., 2:00 - Sept. 27, Oct. 4

VOCABULARY
IMPROVEMENT
Strategies for improving your general vocabulary, also for more efficient learning of the special
vocabularies of your subject areas. Three hour mini-course.
Section A

Tuesday,

2 :00 -

Sept. 26, Oct. 3, 10

TOENROLL
Stop by or Call the reading center
Craig Lee 224 - 456-8071

register for the tests immediately.
A disruption in mail service could
prevent those who delay from
being r~gistered for the early fall
administrations.
Regular
Registration Deadlines for the
examinations are: Medical College
Admission Test (MCAT), Sept. 1,
1978; Dental Admission Test
WAT), Sept. 11, 1978; Law School
Admission Test (LSAT), Sept. 14,
1978'; Graduate
Management
Admission Test (GMAT), Sept. 21,
1978;
Graduate
Record
Examination (GRE), Sept. 28,
1978.
•
Late Registration
Deadlines
generally are one week later than
the
Regular
Registration
Deadlines.
To Performance Matriculating
Students:
the Department
of
Continuing Education would like to
welcome you to Rhode Island
College for the 1978-79 academic
year, and extend our assistance to
you throughout the year.
We would also like to announce
our newly formed "P.M. Club"
which was formed to help R.I.C.
Performance
Matriculating
students help each other adjust to
and enjoy college life. For any
concerns and-or problems, please
feel free to contact: Continuing
Education, Craig Lee 308, Phone
456-8091.

Book Sale
"There has to be a cheaper way
to buy books," remarked Jackie
Landfield, commenting about the
"booksale" idea in Thorp Hall.
Joan Supernant,
along with
Jackie Landfield, are in charge of
Thorp Hall's booksale which is to
be held tonight at 8:00 p.m.
All kinds of books will be sold.
Booksellers may call 8330 or 8340.
People whose books are on sale do
not have to be at the event. It is
Thorp Hall's first booksale.

...
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Avenue on August 27, 1978.Parallel
in
parking will be permitted
designated areas on the north side
of Library Road.

wanted

Anchor
( ) FOR SALE
( ) .WANTED
) NOTICE
) LOST AND FOUND -------------------) PERSONAL

(

)

notices

NOTICES: Recently there have
been vehicular accidents on the
Rhode Island College campus
resulting in bodily injury. Many of
these accidents have been a result
of excessive speed. It is important
that the posted speed limits be
obeyed. The speed limit on all
campus roads is 20 miles per hour;
the speed limit in all parking lots is
10 miles per hour. These limits will
be enforced by 'members of the
Security and Safety Department
who will begin using radar effective Monday, Sept. 25, 1978.
NOTICE: Hours for the Adams
Library this year: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.; Saturday
9:00a.m. to5:00p.m.; Sunday2:00
p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Rubella or German
NOTICE:
measles is.a viral disease easily
transmitted from one person to
another. Typically, an affected
individual will •develop a mild
illness with fever and a rash
lasting one to three days. The
major importance of the disease is
its devastating effect upon an
unborn child when the mother
contracts it during the first three

months of pregnancy. Rubella can
cause miscarriages and congenital
abnormalities, such as blindness,
deafness and heart disease, in the
unborn baby. Studies have shown
that 10 to 20 percent of college-age
women are susceptible to, or liable
to contract Rubella.
To help control this problem, the
College Health Services in Browne
fiall will be offering free blood
testing to all female students and
employees under 35, in order to
detect susceptibles. Those found to
w;ll be given
be susceptible
Rubella vaccine, without charge.
If you wish to make an appointment for this free blood test,
call the ColJege Health Services at
8055 or 322.
NOTICE: Interested in finding out
about the role that "sex" plays in
your college life? Join a rap
session with Ralph and Lucie;
Tuesday, September 12 at 7: 00
p.m., Weber Lounge.
for
Opportunities
NOTICE:
students to influence their Rhode
Island College experience and to
secure information necessary for
handling their affairs have been
increased. All students are encouraged to use the following
special programs, as well as the
of College
services
regular
offices:
and
, departments

President's
Students.

Office

Hours

for

this year,
Again
President Sweet will be available
to students from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
on Thursdays in Roberts 404. Other
staff members will be present on a
rotating basis to provide specific
.assistance and information. On
Thursday, September 14, the"Vice
President for Student Affairs will
attend.
Student Affairs Roundtable. The
return of this program is intended
to make it easier for students to
communicate with members of the
College comm'unity to whom they
wish to make suggestions for
improvements in student life, or
from whom they need assistance.
It will be held at a specially
designed table on the first floor of
the Donovan Dining Center from 12
noon to 1:30 p.m. on Tuesdays.
Vice President Hardy will be a
regular participant and others will
join him for specific discussions.
The first Roundtable will be held
on Tuesday, September 19, 1978.
NOTICE: Construction of' the new
wing to Adams Library required
that Library Road be open to twoway traffic. Now that all outside
work has been completed, one-way
traffic in a westerly direction will
be resumed on Library Road
between 4th Avenue and 6th

)

FOR SALE: Couch, unfolds to
do•1;•i~bed, $15. Women's 10 speed
bike, $70. Ann Mosko), 274-4900or
456-8038.
FOR SALE: Moped, Honda 1978
Express. Almost new. $285 firm.
Call Glenn, 724-2788or 456-8136.

WANTED :1 Ride to. and from Attleboro to arrive at RIC before 10
and leave after 3 on Mon. and
Thurs., 2-3 Tues., 10-12 Wed:, and
12-2 on Fri. Willing to pay. Can
adjust schedule. Call Joyce, 7614855_
WANTED: Babysitter needed for 7
yr. old Henry Barnard child, 4 days
per week, 2:30-5:30, $1.25 per hour.
Two students taking two days each
okay. Call 272-1927.
WANTED: Ride wanted from East
Side-Hope Street to RIC for 10 a.m.
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday
from RIC to East Side at 4 p.m.
WANTED: Ride from Cranston
Armory area to RIC and-or back;
to arrive at RIC for 8 a.m. class.
WiIJ share expenses. Call Mike,
272-8868,nights.
WANTED: Driver to transport 10
year old boy from Henry Barnard
School on campus to Woonsocket at
about 3:00 p.m. two or three times
a week. Contact Barry Gilbert in
Clarke Science Building, Room
200, or cal] 'campus extension 343,
or cal] 723-3485evenings.
WANTED: Day care in my home
near RIC. Call 831-7925.
WANTED: Part time ,work. Full
time pay. Grolier Interstate has
openings of new
immediate
educational products. Must be
available Mon. through Fri., 6-10
p.m. $100 per week. Car required.
For personal interview, call 2742042.

l_e)
(___ f_or_s_a_____
FOR SALE: Terrariums. Five gal.
glass bottles. Choice of colors. $18.
Call Marilyn, 245-5645.
FOR SALE: 1970 Ford Torino.
Runs well. $500. Call 461-7361.

SPIRITSHOP
·MT PLEASANT
I

938 AtwellsAve. 421-2145
of It. PleasantAv.)
(intersection

THIS WEEK'S BONANZA ITEMS

CASE

CALL
FOR

TILL11:00 P.I.
OPEN

FREE
DELIVERY
7:00 to
7:30 p.m.

COLD BEER

CHILLEDWINE

LIQUO~

KEG BEER

Tel.421-2146

THISWEEK
NGSENTS:
PRE
: RICPROGRAMMI
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8:00 p.m. in Student Union Rathskellar
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GaigeAuditorium
7:30to 9:30shows
50' w/RIC ID
$1.00 GeneralAdmission
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